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It can explore, test, salvage and sample the ocean floor—4,000 feet down 
Westinghouse has built a remarkable pendent of surface craft while sub- toring scientific instruments, salvaging 
undersea exploration craft called Deep- merged. lost cargo. 
star 4000. Manned by a crew of three, the craft Deepstar 4000 is the first of a fleet 

It can dive to a depth of 4,000 feet will explore the vast undersea world— of Westinghouse submersibles now be- 
without cables. It can rise, turn, back sampling the ocean bottom, photo- ing developed for depths up to 20,000 
up at will. It is self-propelled and inde- graphing specimens, setting and moni- _ feet. 

You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 
write L. HH, Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
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Yell it out the window! ...or whisper it over his MOTRAN Radio* 

THE PROBLEM: how can you BE 

SURE YOUR MAN IN THE TRUCK MAKES THE SECOND STOP FIRST? 

You might try the megaphone if you’re not too con- the business since it began, and just about every 

cerned about the message. But if it’s one that has significant development in 2-way radio since 1940 

to get through . . . better you flip a switch and tell has been by Motorola. 

it to him over his Motorola MOTRAN 2-way radio. It was no smal! task to design a pocket-sized radio 

As a matter of fact, for any 2-way communications pager that could reach a doctor 20 miles away on a 

problem, Motorola engineers more than likely have golf course. 

the solution .. . or they'll find it. They’ve been in Motorola did that too! 

*MOTRAN — Motorola Mobile 2-way Transistor Radio 

TRUST THIS EMSIGNIA (AA) WHEREVER YOU FIND IT 
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Engineering and Science at RCA 
Integrated Launch Control ing to expand in factory and static testing, as 

7 well as launch operations, as automation tech- 

Traveling Wave Masers and Checkout Systems niques are applied to other Saturn subsystems. 

RCA’s recent maser research and development for Saturn Lunar Vehicles Reference —J. E. Sloan and J. F. Underwood, “Systems 
has yielded systems with outstanding low-noise . _ . Checkout for Apollo” —Astronautics and Aerospace 
microwave amplifier performance along with Highly sophisticated Saturn automatic ground Engineering, March 1963. 
adaptability for ficld use. These amplifiers ex- checkout and launch sequencing equipment 

hibit ultra-low noise temperature (8-10°K) and has been under development by RCA since ‘ 

high gain (30-40 db) with extreme gain sta- | late 1960 for the National Aeronautics and A Light Detector That Makes 
bility. Wide tunability (up to 50°;) and large Space Administration, Marshall Space Flight . . . 

instantancous, bandlwidil (up to 150 MHz) Center. The original Saturn Ground Computer Laser Communications Practical 
have been achieved. System (SGCS) was used on the highly suc- RCA has developed a photoconductive device 

Several technique areas involved with this coal Saturn | P ectl fhe advange’ ee the that operates on an alternating current that 
work are of particular interest. Iron- and |, \ MCP Gey Gane eee ie en can sense up to 100 million changes in light 
chromium-doped rutile (titanium dioxide) are Ba ks atest pear pene eee rear eae intensity per second. This is sufficient to dis- 

2 3 110 computer was the heart of the Saturn 1 ‘ ‘ _ or aes mite employed as active paramagnetic materials, in SGCS: the : > heart of the linguish as many as 25 separate television 
a “meander-line slow wave structure, provid- “the RCA TOA is the heart of the | programs, all carried on a single laser beam. 

ee Saturn IB and Saturn V SGCS. i af . Sali Pa ing wide bandwidth and high gain. Ferrite re- This major breakthrough in light detection is 
verse isolators function to provide a high extremely fast, enormously sensitive and_ is 
degree of gain unidirectionality. The requisite responsive to the whole range of optical fre- 
magnetic field is provided by a superconduct- 7 nt on aOR quencies, ranging from infra-red through the 
ing magnet within a cryogenic enclosure, and " SS ie \ visible spectrum to ultra-violet. 
the entire system is operated by a closed-cycle a ' fase] Tf By contrast, previous means of detecting 
refrigerator requiring no helium replenishment, ii af r w laser light employed photoconductors operated 
so that field use in radar systems, satellite com- +3 late sien by direct current, photoelectric cells, semicon- 
munications and radiometry is practical. Sec- i rt guineas | ductor photodiodes and electron photomulti- 
Uonalized magnet structures with independent ie ie Hl plier tubes. The major drawbacks were that 
controls permit “stagger-tuning™ the maser, = [sc ef wnrecuavon | | mm these methods were either too slow, too in- 
so that its very high gain can be traded for i i sensitive, or too limited to the portions of the 

even greater bandwidth. Vt eae : electromagnetic spectrum where most lasers 
fea 7 se Aa operate poorly, if indeed, at all. 

' _ 
ut acne —cneN The laser is, to state it simply, a high fre- 

oy " — quency transmitter with the capacity to carry 
cuTue is J a fantastic amount of information. The real 

“ ae al The block diagram shows the tandem, two problem has been tO develop & recbiver both 
ws wom computer configuration for Saturn V at Com- fast enough and Sensitive enough to detect and 

MERCER SE ia gene - PUMP plex 39, the lunar program “space port” at process incoming information. This new device 

nate 4 © CAVITY NASA's Kennedy Space Center. Complex 39 has the sensitivity, speed and frequency range 

Ae cr is based on a mobile launch concept to gain that can make possible a practical system for 
ais a de high efficiency in launch operations. Vehicles laser communications. 

‘<< Co ie are assembled in the Vehicle Assembly Build- This radical new detector is a tiny speck- 
J ce - ing (VAB) on a Mobile Launcher structure. sized piece of photoconductive material 

a a a After the Saturn V with its Apollo Spacecraft mounted in a small cavity continuously bathed 
eer . is completely checked out, the vehicle in its in microwaves oscillating at 10 billion cycles 

The illustration shows the active elements Launcher is transported to one of three launch per second. 
of a maser amplifier typical of such a high- pads for a remotely controlled launch. The - . 
performance system. The meander line, seen computer in the Launch Control Center (LCC) When a laser beam bearing information in 
as a 7ig-7ag conducting path on a flexible in- | controls the activities of the “slave computer | the form of intensity variations enters the 
sulating sheet, goes down one side of the pump | in the Mobile Launcher via a 250 kilobit/sec | S@Vity, it strikes the photoconductor and frees 
cavity, folds over, and returns on the other | digital data link, The configuration thus re- | ¢lectrons. They, in turn, begin to oscillate 
side. The cavity is the terminal portion of a | mains the same for both VAB and pad opera-_ | TaPidly up and down within the material, in 
waveguide assembly, with microwave pump | tions: only the length of the data link changes. | ‘lirect response to the alternating electric field 
energy being introduced at the other end. One The complex umbilical interface between the tnherent in the surrounding: microwaves. These 
of two rutile paramagnetic crystals is shown vehicle and ground support equipment remains electron -opeillators' control the: amount, of 
in close proximity to the meander line, the | undisturbed until launch. The LCC computer | Microwave power that leaves the cavity. The 
ferrite isolator being on the opposite side of | controls the sequence of checkout and launch | Yatiations in the incoming light are then con- 
the meander line and not visible. In operation, | countdown programs performed by the Mobile | Yerted to intensity variations in the outgoing 
the entire structure shown in the photograph Launcher computer via commands transmitted Pero Wee Conventional TCT OWONG tech- 
lies between pole faces of the superconducting | over the data link. The “slave’? computer in | Piques make it possible to process these vari- 
magnet, which provides a precisely controlled | turn performs the detailed testing and sequenc- | #tions. These techniques are similar to those and distributed transverse field, typically, of a | ing, performs evaluation and data compression | used in modern radar and commercial tele- 
few thousand gauss. The assembly including | of test results, and transmits the data back to | Vision systems. 
the magnet is enclosed in a chamber main- the ECC computer which relays IE to the car Reference—H. S. Sommers, Jr. and E. K. Gatchell, tained at 4.2°K, rock operator oy display: ic Sberators cin presented at Annual Meeting, Optical Society of 

Amplifiers with performance as described the predetermined eaauenne OU BFORPIRE Stoned America, Philadelphia, October 5-8,1965, Paper WE=1. 
above are by no means the end, however. New in the Mobile Launcher computer or handle 

advanees are in the offing through research in unusual test situations. These are only a few of the recent achievements which are 
areas including optical inversion (pumping), . indicative of the great range of activities in engineering and 
operation at eminpranures a Dee 42K higher In addition to ponvenuone! serial computer science at RCA. To learn more about the many scientific 
frequency operation, and the use of active functions, special parallel input/output capa- 
materials in powder rather thad single-crystal | bilities arg ineluded for contrel of 1008 discrete | _‘hallenges awaiting bachelor and advanced degree candi 
form. (relay driver) outputs, monitoring of 1512 dis- dates in EE) ME, ChE, Physics: oF Mathematics, wate: 
— crete (contact closure) inputs, a wide range of College Relations, Radio Corporation of America, Cherry 

References: DC and AC analog outputs (72 in quantity), Hill, NeWdersey: 
(a) L. ©. Morris, “A New Class of Traveling Wave a wide range of DC and AC analog inputs 

Masers,” International Conference on Microwave (300 in quantity), telemetry interface, 3 internal An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Circuit Theory and Information Theory, Tokyo, interval timers, several external clock inputs, 
Sept. 11, 1964. and an interface with the spaceborne computer. The Most Trusted Name 

(b) L. ©. Morris and D. J. Miller, “Traveling Wave In line with the developmental nature of the in Electronics 
Masers Employing Iron-Doped Rutile,’ Proc. total Saturn program, the role of RCA’s 
IEEE, Vol. 52, #4, p. 410, 1964. Saturn Ground Computer System is continu- ® 
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“(NEITHER RAIN NOR... .’? WHEELS AND SHAFTS. What- WORLD-WIDE CABLES. The EXTRA! EXTRA! This Goss 

In snow country, the mail goes ever you build—wheelbarrows C.S. Long Lines, new Bell Sys- Headliner Mark II press runs 

through on a Ski-Doo Bom- to steel rolling mills—Timken tem cable-laying ship, is on 70,000 newspapers an hour. 

bardier power-sled, made by tapered roller bearings can the high seas. In its wake, It prints in color. It folds. It 

Bombardier Snowmobile Ltd., help it perform better, longer. thousands of miles of cable, delivers the papers to the load- 

Quebec. Itis alsoused ontrap They’re precision-made of paid out at eight knots. 2,816 ing dock. Not one Timken 

lines, for sports and for haul- nickel-rich steel by: The Timken bearings keep the bearing has required prema- 

ing supplies. Timken® bear- Timken Roller Bearing Com- ship’s linear cable engine ture replacement. 

ings in the clutch give it extra’ pany, Canton, Ohio. Also operating. 

capacity in a small space. makers of Fine Alloy Steel and 
Rock Bits. 
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Where will you stand 10 years 

from today, when half of what you now 
know becomes obsolete? e 

Right now you're steeped in the latest we've found it's the best way for Your first opportunity with IBM starts 
technologies. But 10 years from now IBM to grow. with your placement officer. And with 
half of this knowledge will be obsolete. ‘5 " r the IBM interviewers when they come 
And half of what you will need to know ot ocinclocr & Omorhieeanpene to your campus. See them—and learn 
isn't even available today. Whose people and systems are at why you won't stand still at IBM. 
To keep up, you'll have to spend work on almost everything new in the For more information, or if 
an increasing amount of your time in world today. The discovery of new you missed our interviewers, write to: 
professional study. mab led, THe desc ae Manager of College Relations 

That's another good reason for joining an thos ot ch m (orb ° aM IBM Corporate Headquarters 
IBM. We offer you a broad choice of SORTOHS TOO RORt OF CrObIonis: Armonk, New York 10504 
educational programs—from on-job is an exciting Company’ that enables 
training to graduate study programs aoe ae! Te eal des IBM is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 

d by th s ‘i ye supported by the company, you with real opportunity for B 
We want to help you grow because advancement, ® 
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h t With every change of light, the of wide acceptance by the steel in- 

O erea es star in the Linde created Star dustry. Our activated carbon is 

66 99 Sapphire moves, shimmers, and _ being increasingly used to purify 

the star dances—matching the brilliance and deodorize air in hospitals, 

and beauty of the fabulous star homes and factories. And Glad 

th t d n e > rubies and sapphires of the Far Wrap,our new polyethylene wrap- 

a a c S ° East. ping for home use, is rapidly gain- 

5 " At Union Carbide we grow ing popularity as a superior way 

The same Union Carbide these and other crystals every day to keep foods fresh longer. 
that makes carbon floors —not only for use in jewelry, but To keep bringing you these and 

for blast furnaces, also for use in electronic equip- many other new and improved 
ment. And for the past several products, we’ll be investing half a 
years we’ve been growing crystals _ billion dollars on new plant con- 

for the heart of the laser beam, struction during the next two 
the miracle light thatcanvaporize years. 

diamonds, perform eye surgery, 
and slice through metal. 

We’re growing in lots of direc- 

tions. Our carbon floors for blast 
furnaces have reached the point 

Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto « Divisions: Carbon Products, They 

Chemicals, Consumer Products, Fibers & Fabrics, Food Products, International, Linde, Mining & Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Plastics, Silicones, Stellite J Oy. o4=4 |B) 
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THIS MONTH’S COVER 

Iron-Carbon phase diagrams are supposed to be well 

understood by most engineers. We feel that often this is 

not the case. For a quick lesson, look at our cover, ponder, 

and then turn to page 14. The cover artwork was done by 

staff men who think they understand what it is all about. 
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Ultra-modern Research & Engineering Center 

at Delco Radio, Kokomo, Indiana 

e 

To Continue To Learn And Grow... 
. . . is a basic management philosophy at Delco Radio employes through the popular Tuition Refund Program. 
Division, General Motors Corporation. Since its in- College graduates will find exciting and challenging 
ception in 1936, Delco Radio has continually expanded programs in the development of germanium and silicon 
and improved its managerial skills, research facilities, devices, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative packag- 
and scientific and engineering team. ing of semiconductor products, development of labora- 

At Delco Radio, the college graduate is encouraged tory equipment, reliability techniques, and applications 
to maintain and broaden his knowledge and skills and manufacturing engineering. 
through continued education. Toward this purpose, If your interests and qualifications lie in any of these 
Delco maintains a Tuition Refund Program. Designed areas, you’re invited to write for our brochure detailing 
to fit the individual, the plan makes it possible for an the opportunities to share in forging the future of 
eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs of electronics with this outstanding Delco-GM team. 
spare time courses studied at the university or college Watch for Delco interview dates on your campus, or 
level. Both Indiana University and Purdue University write to Mr. C. D. Longshore, Dept. 135A, Delco 
offer educational programs in Kokomo. In-plant gradu- Radio Division, General Motors Corporation, Kokomo, 
ate training programs are maintained through the off- Indiana. 
campus facilities of Purdue University and available to An equal opportunity employer 

solid state electronics @ 

fy Detco Rapro Division oF GENERAL Motors 

\X J Kokomo, INDIANA 
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7 “Wing? 
What’s Tom Milling’s secret? 

The formula for the polymers for a unique new synthetic Centers. Since we’re always after new and better prod- 

fiber. A fiber that might have a profound effect on more ucts, we need the best men we can get. No matter how 

than one industry. young they may be. 

Tom is helping design a new process system for making Which brings us to you. If some of today’s technolo- 

the monomers—with Amoco Chemicals Corporation, our gies and products are starting to seem “old hat” to you, 

sister company. The system must be right, and right on this may bring you to us. Your opportunity to learn new 

time to meet an accelerating development deadline. concepts and take part in new developments could be 

That may seem like quite an assignment for a 23-year- right here at American Oil. Whether you’re in Chem- 

old chemical engineer. Less than a year from his B.S. at istry, Mathematics, Physics, Electronics or Metallurgy. 

the University of Illinois. But not around here—at the Want more information? Write to J. H. Strange, 

Amoco Chemicals and American Oil Research @ American Oil Company, P.O. Box 431, Whiting, Ind. 

Mx. 
STANDARD OIL DIVISION a AMERICAN OIL COMPANY 
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Kambling with the Editor 

corp ‘G I 299 

O Ll. JOC 

Dear Joe, 

There you are and here I am. That trite phrase makes for a number of dif- 

ferences between us. I'm here in Madison, Wisconsin, wearing Levis and a 

sweater, carrying books around and worrying about finals. You're ina jungle 

in Viet Nam, wearing dirty utilities, lugging your M14 around, and worrying 

about where the next VC is going to pop up. When you have the time, you prob- 

ably wonder just what is going on around here, with all the ''Peaceniks'' run- 

ning around, etc. I just wanted to drop you a line, to reassure you, more 

than anything else, that we're supporting you and the flag you're defending. 

Sure, a lot of unbathed types are carrying signs and burning draft 

cards, but newspapers make money on sensationalism, so let's allow them to 

make a buck—we all know that the commonplace events rate two inches next to 

the want-ad page. 

You may be wondering just why there is opposition to American involve- 

ment over there. There are numerous reasons, some logical, others ridicu- 

lous. We've got a lot of weird people running around here, most of them so 

infatuated with their own intelligence that they are ina world of their own. 

No guts? This might be the case once ina while, but I think the big prob- 

lem is due to the lack of information, often '' 'voluntary.'' And, many of these 

10 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



misguided individuals band together, forming a prime target for some kook 

subsidized by Uncle Ho and buddies. These non-student pawns have their pup- 

pets spread the word that it is cool to be in the minority and have your civil 

rights violated all the time. 

Admittedly, there are some sound reasons for your not being over there, 

but is any policy perfect? Nobody likes killing (VC excepted), but what 

should be done in reprisal for some of the unprintable VC atrocities? I wish 

more Americans would not expect a victory per se, but rather realize that we 

are attempting to give these people achoice they've never had. Quoting a 

great comic and person who just visited you, ''If we don't stop them over 

there, we'll be fighting them in Lodi.'' If we were fighting them in Lodi, 

Joe, we wouldn't be trudging up the Hill every day. We're darn proud of you 

and your buddies, constantly thankful that we can export law and order to 

that troubled land via feliows like you. Keep up the good work; many of us 

will be seeing you next year! 

P.S. The next time you hear about the anti-war types around here, remem- 

ber that this is the same school where last spring, in four days, over 6,000 

signatures were placed on a petition supporting U.S. Viet Nam policy (they 

were subsequently delivered to the White House), the same campus where sev- 

eral thousand dollars was recently collected to provide CARE food packages 

for Vietnamese families. 
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i till think glass is just gl you still think glass is just glass, 

~~ tO an Pe. | ’ 

_ s a / ae 

— 
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ask Rover. 

Ask about the Rover-B.R.M. A radical car with a rear- floor, maintain constant electrical properties at missile speeds, 
mounted gas turbine engine. One of the 51 cars that started at save weight without sacrificing strength, bring the stars close 
Le Mans this year. One of only 14 with the stamina to finish. to an astronomer’s eye, bend, not bend, break, not break. It’s 

Ask Rover about the engine’s unique heat exchanger that the most versatile basic material in the world today. 
doubled miles per gallon of fuel. They'll tell you it was made of For solutions to their materials problems, industry and gov- 
a Corning-developed glass-ceramic trademarked CERCOR®. ernment are coming to Corning. Because Corning is the glass- 

Noel Penny, the engine’s designer, states: “The low coeffi- master. It’s a broad, international company, with one of the 
cient of expansion, low thermal conductivity, high specific heat most daring, expert and imaginative research and engineering 
and economic feasibility of CERCOR glass-ceramic made it the __ staffs in the world. Plus, a marketing principle that commits 
logical choice for the Rover, with a much better prospect for _ them to developing products only in areas where a need exists 
future gas turbine engines than any metal counterpart.” and no product does. 

Today glass can do jobs that metals can’t—and more. Much If you know a company with a technological problem, or a 
more. It can withstand the awesome pressures at the ocean’s bright engineer looking for a future, mention Corning. 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
CORNING, NEW YORK 
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He’s finding it at Western Electric 
Ohio University conferred a B.S.E.E. degree on C. T. of electronic switching systems. 
Huck in 1956. Tom knew of Western Electric’s history This constant challenge of the totally new, com- 
of manufacturing development. He realized, too, that bined with advanced training and education oppor- 
our personnel development program was expanding _ tunities, make a Western Electric career enjoyable, 
to meet tomorrow’s demands. stimulating and fruitful. Thousands of young men will 

After graduation, Tom immediately began to work _ realize this in the next few years. How about you? 
on the development of electronic switching systems. If responsibility and the challenge of the future 
Then, in 1958, Tom went to Bell Telephone Labo- appeal to you, and you have the qualifications we are 
ratories on a temporary assignment to help in the looking for, talk with us. Opportunities for fast-moving 
advancement of our national military capabilities. At | careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and in- 
their Whippany, New Jersey, labs, Tom worked with dustrial engineers, and also for physical science, 
the Western Electric development team on computer liberal arts and business majors. For more detailed 
circuitry for the Nike Zeus guidance system. Tom then information, get your copy of the Western Electric 
moved on to a new assignment at Western Electric's | Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement 

Columbus, Ohio, Works. There, Tom is working on the Officer. And be sure to arrange for an interview when 
development of testing circuitry for the memory phase __ the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus. 

> eS 
Western Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER = 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities [ Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S, 
Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. 01 Teletype Corp., Skokie, Ill., Little Rock, Ark. O General Headquarters, New York City



ies lron= Carbon 

Equilibri Di 

At last a completely understandable explanation 

of the nemesis of several courses 

By ROBERT ALLEN, ME4 

OR more than three-quarters 106 ebilit a Liquid Selwtien j 

of a century, the demands of err #09 i (brine) 
industry for materials with udguid & go eat 

which it can fashion tools, ma- oO getution so ‘S 20 23.3% + 
chines, and structures have been * so ago ¢ gr a brine. 
growing by leaps and bounds. j + 7100 £ ey ® 
These demands have been respon- F solid jw st eer eer 
sible for advances of great magni- 8" | so YWacl oS 10 18 go 25 30 
tude in every avenue of en- asa 6 ay ae ee: do es “ree joo 98 a oe) Wee Ee 
gineering. %HW20 100 BO 60 40 20 0 Figure 2.—Solubility of NaCl salt in 

One of the contributing factors Figure 1.—Solubility of sugar in water brine and solubility of ice in brine. 
toward such tremendous progress , , 
ily been the Cevélapment of the Figure 1 shows the solubility of in Figure 2. Here, the extremes of 
: e constitution, or in- odinagy? sugar ater: the curve the abscissa indicate 100 per cent 
ternal structure, of metals and al- . ary suger ey watery khe curve HO and 30 per cent NaCl. It > is a solubility curve. All composi- ee wy Bere  e 
loys, known as metallography or : y E should be noted from the figure hvsical metallurey tions shown to the left of the curve / 
paysical metabhurgy- will form only one phase, because that 

This article is intended to pro- 0 UG PAA PECause ay: ERA 
vide interestine and. informative all the sugar is dissolved in the (1) the solubility of NaCl ina 
material to the reader possessing liquid phase. With the higher per- brine solution decreases with 
an engineering and/or metallurgi- centages of sugar shown to the decreasing temperature; 

cal background. It will be con- right of the curve however, it is (2) the solubility of H,O in a 
cerned with a portion of physical impossible to an the sugar brine solution also decreases 

metallurgy, that of equilibrium (or there etely, wath. the result that with decreasing tempera- 
phase) diagrams. Specifically, the Oat 5 palpeee va OF two pee ture; and 
Iron-Carbon Phase Diagrams. will sone ae shows cape vee oF ni (3) intermediate compositions 
be developed and explained. In bility. e ‘a ows t rat ange nd also have melting temperatures 
addition, the use of the lever rule der y hse ee ies he 4 for lower than those of either 
for determining the relative sotine te es a simple met ° het pure ice (32°F) or pure salt 
amounts of phases by graphical  P Orting emperature (Or any other (1478°F). 
means will be discussed. variable ) as a function of composi- 

tion, From left to right, the abscissa The ideas expressed in (1) and 

BASICS OF EQUILIBRIUM of Figure 1 indicates the per- (3) above are well-known facts. 
DIAGRAMS centage of sugar. The percentage The concept in (2), the less well- 

of water may be read directly from known limited solubility of ice in 
Solubility Curves right to left, since the total of the the aqueous liquid, can be verified 

Before the complicated Iron- | Components must, of course, equal by a simple experiment. A salt- 
Carbon system is introduced, it is 100 per cent. and-water solution, that is, sea 

desirable that the reader compre- A two-component system of — water with 1.5 per cent NaCl, can 
hend the more general equali- more engineering significance than be cooled to less than 32°F, and 
brium systems. that of the first example is shown according to Figure 2, it will still 
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be entirely liquid until 30.5°F is position for the two components in temperature of composition can be 

reached. This is in agreement with a liquid solution. read if the alloy is at equilibrium. 
observations made of any arctic For example, at 50 per cent tin 
saline sea. (There can be a slight and 100°C, the chart indicates two 
variation if the salt content is not goo egos solid phases. a is a solid solution 
exactly 1.5 per cent.) When such ‘ “ of lead with some dissolved tin. 
a salty liquid is cooled below 2 200 -4ce*, 8 is almost pure tin with very 
30.5°F, ice crystals will form, and, = E little dissolved lead. At 200°C, an 
because the solution cannot con- pre sa0e alloy 10 per cent tin and 90 per 
tain more than 98.5 per cent H,O cent lead lies in an area which is 
at that temperature, these crystals P%Sn 9 20 42 Go RO Joo entirely in the phase. It is a solid 
must separate from the liquid. At % Pe 19° 6° se 40 20 © solution of lead with some tin dis- 
0°F, the maximum amount of H,O Figure 4,—Solubility of Pb and Sn in solved in it. At the same tempera- 
possible in a brine solution is 79 molten solders. ture, but for 30 per cent tin and 
per cent, as can be varified by 
making a slush at 0°F and separat- The Lead—Tin Equilibrium System 

‘ ‘ ree Liquid 
ing the ice from this liquid. The Now, a simple equilibrium dia- 5 °° 

ice will be pure HO, and the re- gram will be developed. The melt-  “¢ a peniquid 4 d 
maining liquid will be saltier (ie,  jng-freezing relationships dis- i cae ors 

lower in HO) than the original — cussed above are quite common in 
brine solution. all types of two-component com- ea ee 

Another example of engineering _ binations. Figure 4 shows the solu- 
importance is a mixture of H,O bility curves for lead and tin. The 
and CaCl, (Figure 3). Calcium —lowmelting “60-40” alloy is used pp 20. «40 Go #0 «Sn 
Chloride rather than NaCl is used in many solders because this Figure 6.—Pb-Sn diagram. 

to remove ice from highways in eutectic composition permits the 
very cold climates. The reason is formation of metal-bonded joints — 79 per cent lead, the chart in- 

with a minimum of heating. dicates a mixture of liquid and 
Ke 122 solid solution. If this latter composi- 

Liquid salution tion were heated to a temperature 

(CaCl brine) goo KS J-coo of 300 C, it would become all 

. Me, u liquid. 
p 2 TS Teaco ? Q ° 32 i é 200 “ é Liquidus and Solidus 

£ e Brine § ey we +200 : The term liquidus is the locus of 
¥ ‘cpine selr F ; temperatures above which all 

nok 280" 5a oes ice BS bad Ef 22 2 compositions are liquid, and 

Tea +salt ° solidus is the locus of temperatures 
Figure 5.—Solid solubility. above which all compositions are 

S%Cell2 Oo 10 20 30 40 50 solid: 

ips se Figure 5 shows the solubility 
Figure 3.—Solubility of CaCl. and ice curves for tin in the solid lead 400 eee 

in CaCh brine. structure and for lead in the solid 
tin structure. In these particular Boo RM iauides _leoo 

apparent from a comparison be- alloys, the temperature at 360°F ~ NL 

tween Figures 2 and 3. An aqueous __is_ the eutectic temperature and 200 Solidus ~ _—- Taco 

solution of calcium chloride re- represents 
mains liquid at temperatures as (1) the lowest temperature at loo 200 
low as —60°F, while a similar solu- which any liquid in the 
tion of NaCl will freeze at —6°F. series can exist; 

The lowest temperature at which (2) a temperature above and Ph 20 40 Ge %0 Sn 

a solution will remain completely below which the solid solu- Figure 7.—Liquids and solids. 

liquid is called the eutectic tem- bility decreases; and ; 
perature, and the solution which (3) a temperature above which Every phase diagram for two or 

possesses this lowest freezing any excess over the solid | More components must show a 

point is called the eutectic com- solubility limit is liquid, and liquidus and solidus boundary and 

position, The eutectic composition below which any excess over an intervening freezing range 

for the HsO-NaCl system of Figure the solid solubility limit is (Fig. 7). Whether the components 

2 is 76.7 per cent H,O and 23.3 solid. are metals or nonmetals, there are 

per cent NaCl. From Figure 3, the certain locations on the phase dia- 

eutectic composition for H ,O- Figure 6 is a completed phase gram where the liquidus and 

CaCl, is 71 per cent HzO and 29 (equilibrium) diagram for the _ solidus meet. For a pure com- 

| per cent CaCl. The intersection lead-tin system. This diagram can ponent, this point lies at the edge 

of the solubility curves in such be used as a chart from which the of the diagram. When it is heated, 

diagrams marks the eutectic com- phases present at any particular a pure material will remain solid 
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until its melting point is reached, Xx 
and it will then change entirely to 
liquid before it can be raised to a 
higher temperature. 

The solidus and liquidus must goo bo 
also meet at the eutectic. In Figure e 
6, the liquid solder composed. of A B . 
61.9 per cent tin and 38.1 per cent fez, , 
lead is entirely solid below the & og 4 
eutectic temperature and_ entirely oo % Be,. = 
liquid above it. &, S/ 

g 4, 
THE LEVER RULE "ey 

After a study of the equilibrium 1200 B c 
diagram for two metallic consti- 
tuents, it is learned, by a simple a 
process of reasoning, that it re- Eutectic freezes . 
veals some things not suspected on 
first consideration, There may be 1000 
determined, for instance, by simple 

measurement, the relative quanti- J 
ties of two phases (for example, 3 
solid and liquid) that are present . 
in a given mixture at a given e $00 
temperature, \v 

Seo O%Solid 
408 100 “oSolid 100% Solid e000 

eth | oat 
Ease a 

vo x+h 

Figure 8.—200°C Pb-Sn Isotherm. igure 00°C Sn_ Iso BC o } 2 3 4 s 

In the lead-tin diagram of YoFe 100 33 23 397 Ie 35 
Figure 8, at the 200°C isotherm, 
there is only one phase between | 
the lead-rich end and the 18 per Y 
cent tin composition. At the 18 per Figure 9.—The freezing of alloys of iron and carbon. 
cent level, there is no liquid pres- 

ent, only solid. Increasing the tin The so-called lever rule is a use- tional to the distance from the content beyond 18 per cent at : 5 : ry : 200°C will produce increasing ft! tool for calculating relative fulcrum to the other end, which 
ny, biOance ne asIng s of phases. For ex: e, i arks the solid composition. This amounts of liquid, until only liquid amounts of phases. For example, in mn aes alationshi L hich. ‘Glacés 

exists at 56 per cent tin. Between the Pb-Sn diagram of Figure 8, the ia fal ae ae uP» i ne places 
IS per cent and 56 per cent tin, relative amounts of solid and t “ihe “cent an f ie oe een 
the amount of liquid solution  in- liquid in an alloy of 30 per cent - t i cen ervor gravity’ a eee creases from zero to 100 per cent, tin and 70 per cent lead at 200°C f © e ledativuths " lntfoa ns ome 
and the amount of solid solution can be calculated by considering : hee nati ted — 
decreases from 100 per cent to the 30 per cent tin point at the ° the equilibrated ‘phases. 
zero. Subtracting 18 from 56  in- fulcrum of a lever. The greater 
dicates that the adalition of 38 per- amount of solid present, owhich THE IRON-CARBON DIAGRAM 
centage units of tin makes a com- would in this case contain 18 per Progressing from the lead-tin 
plete change in the amount of each cent tin, is necessarily greater than system, the more complicated iron- 
of the two phases. At 30 per cent — the amount of liquid, which con- carbon diagram will next be dis- 
tin, which is 12 units of tin beyond tains 56 per cent tin and 44 per cussed. It should be noted that iron 
the point where there is no liquid, cent lead. In. the analogy, the and carbon form a hard, cryatal- 
there will be 12/38, or 316 per amount of solid is proportional to line compound, known metal- 
cent liquid. Similarly, with 30 per the distance from the fulcrum to lographically as cementite, whose 
cent tin and 70 per cent lead at the end of the lever marking the — composition is represented by the 
200°C, (56-30) /38, or 68.4 per liquid composition. Conversely, formula FesC. The theoretical car- 
cent solid is to be expected. the amount of liquid is propor- bon content of this compound is 
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6.67 per cent. Interest in the iron- to the right of the line X Y freezes d in Figure 9) and also in the case 
carbon system is confined to alloys selectively, according to the same of 98 per cent iron and 2 per cent 
containing less than this amount of laws as those given for the lead- carbon. In all these alloys, there is 
carbon; that is why the diagram tin alloys. It is because of this dif- finally realized a solid solution of 
goes up to only 6.67 per cent ference in the freezing of the al- carbon in iron. To this solid solu- 
carbon. loys that the line X Y is arbitrarily tion, the name of “austenite” is 

The discussion of the diagram considered as the dividing line be given, and this name applies no 
will be divided into two parts: One tween steel and cast iron. That is matter how much or how little car- 
will concern the freezing curves; to say, all the alloys with less than bon is in solid solution. In other 

the other, the solid decomposition 2.2 per cent carbon are defined as words, all steels are in the condi- 

curves. steel, and all with more than 2.2 tion of austenite as soon as their 
per cent carbon are defined as cast solidification is complete. 

The Freezing of Iron and Steel iron. 

When the iron and steel alloys The Freezing of Cast Iron 

are liquid, they are composed of The Freezing of Steel The freezing of cast iron is 
liquid carbon dissolved in liquid All the steels freeze as solid shown by the diagram to the right 
iron, and their freezing-point solutions. A solution of 99.5 per of the line X Y, and if this part 
curves are shown in Figure 9. It cent iron and 0.5 per cent carbon should be considered as a separate 

will be noticed that the lines in at 1650°C will be considered. This diagram, it would be similar to the 
this figure bear a close resemblance will be represented by the point b freezing of the lead-tin alloys. 

to those of the lead-tin system. in Figure 9. This cools until it There is one difference to be borne 

This similarity is real, and the laws meets the line A B, and then it jn mind, however, Along the line 
governing the freezing of this series commences to solidify. For a few AB in Figure 7, there was a selec- 

of alloys are very similar to those degrees of temperature, it is part tive precipitation of lead; along 

governing the freezing of the lead liquid and part solid, but by the the line A B in Figure 9, there is a 

tin alloys, There is a eutectic of this time it has fallen to a tempera- selective precipitation, not of pure 

series when the line A B crosses ture where it meets the line Aa, it iron, but of iron containing 2.2 per 
the line C B, and the components _ has become entirely solid, and it is cent of carbon. In other words, this 
of this eutectic are 95.7 per cent now a homogeneous solution of 0.5 entity, consisting of a solid solution 

iron and 4.3 per cent carbon. In per cent of carbon in iron. There of iron with 2.2 per cent of carbon, 

the study of the iron-carbon alloys, will next be considered a solution behaves as if it were an elemental 

however, there must be taken into containing 99 per cent of iron and substance. It is sometimes called 
account a solid solution that forms. 1 per cent of carbon, at the point “2.2 per cent austenite.” Suppose 

That is to say, it must be recalled c in Figure 9. When this cools there is, for example, a liquid solu- 
that iron, if it contains as much to the temperature where it crosses tion of 2.5 per cent of carbon in 

as 2.2 per cent of carbon, never the line A B, it commences to iron at a temperature of 1400°C. 
separates from the liquid state solidify, and it is in a partly liquid This will be represented by the 

without carrying 2.2 per cent of and partly solid condition until it point e in Figure 9. The liquid 

carbon with it in solid solution. crosses the line Aa, upon which solution will cool until it reaches a 
This solid solution may consist of solidification is completed, and it temperature of about 1320°C. At 

carbon dissolved in the iron, or of now becomes a homogeneous solu- this point, there will begin to pre- 

iron carbide dissolved in the iron. tion of 1 per cent carbon in iron. — cipitate the entity of which men- 

If it contains less than 2.2 per cent The same actions occur with an tion has been made, namely, iron 
carbon, it retains all of it in solid alloy containing 98.5 per cent iron containing 2.2 per cent carbon in 
solution. and 1.5 per cent carbon (the point solution. This precipitation will 

It will be remembered _ that 
when lead separated from the 
liquid solution, it carried with it a 
small amount of tin as an impurity, 

and that when tin separated, it 2%) si 

carried with it a small amount of ot es. . 

lead as an impurity. However, for Robert Allen will receive his B.S. in : ™ 4 
the sake of simplicity in outlining Mechanical Engineering in January;. of a 

the laws of solutions, these traces which time he will begin his career with . vw 

of impurity were disregarded. a hitch in the Army, with a commission a" wy 
In the case of iron-carbon al- obtained through the ROTC program. ol 3 

loys, however, the carbon carried Bob ig ‘@ wative of (Milwaukee: Gad has — 

out with the iron in solid solution, attended UW_M: He tells ug that he be- ma 

substantially as an impurity, is too came interested in lron-Carbon diagrams ‘ . 
important in its effect upon the in ME 530. 
material to permit neglect. / 

The line X Y divides the diagram : . ¢ 

in Figure 9 into two parts. Every- « 

thing to the left of this line freezes 
as a solid solution. Everything 
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cause the liquid solution to be im- the eutectic proportions. Further tion in iron and causes it to travel 
poverished in iron, and it will con- cooling results in the eutectic down the line O S. By the time 
sequently move to the right in the — breaking up as previously, consist- the temperature has reached 690°, 
diagram as the temperature falls; ing thereafter of crystals of the solid solution has reached the 
or, in other words, it will travel graphite and of austenite with 2.2 point S, corresponding to 0.90 per 
down the line A B. By the time per cent of carbon. cent carbon. 

the temperature of 1135°C is All the solutions of iron and car- There is next considered an alloy 
reached, a large amount of 2.2 per bon containing less than 2.2 per containing 1.60 per cent carbon at 
cent austenite will have pre- cent of carbon will consist, after 1000°C; this will be at the point 
cipitated, and the small amount of solidification, of a solid solution of k. It will cool until it reaches a tem- 
liquid solution remaining will be at iron and carbon having the same perature of about 970°, at which 
the point B, that is, the eutectic chemical composition as the orig- carbide of iron (FesC) will begin 
point, where there is 4.3 per cent — inal liquid solution and being a to precipitate. This precipitation 
carbon, With further cooling, the homogeneous solution of one in the continues as the temperature falls, 
cutectic will cross the point B, and other. There can be no eutectic constantly decreasing the amount 
therefore it will complete its pre- form if there is not more than 2.2 of carbon in the solid solution, 
cipitation and its freezing. It de- per cent carbon, All the solutions which therefore travels down the 
composes into crystals, a portion of — with more than 2.2 per cent of — line E §, until, at 690°, it reaches 
which are of tiny flakelets of the carbon will consist, after solidifica- the point S, where there is 0.90 per 
austenite before mentioned and the tion, of a eutectic together with cent carbon. 

other part, crystals of graphite— a certain amount of previously pre- A similar precipitation will occur 
i.e. carbon. cipitated graphite or of the pre- with all of the solid solutions of iron 

A similar result will be obtained viously precipitated 2.2 per cent and carbon. If they contain less 
in the case of a 3 per cent liquid austenite mentioned. than 0.90 per cent carbon, they 

solution of carbon in iron, This will will begin to precipitate out fer- 
cool until it reaches 1280°C, where x rite when they fall to the line 

the 2.2 per cent austenite will pre- G OS. If they contain more than 
ceiptate, decreasing the residual 0.90 per cent carbon, they will be- 
solution in iron so that it travels gin to precipitate carbide of iron 
down the line A B and _ finally yee when they meet the line E S. In 
reaches the point B, after which either case, the residual solid solu- 
this eutectic solution at the point roo . tion will travel down the line 

B will precipitate as before. Baal : G OS, or else E S, until it reaches 
The preceding two paragraphs i é the point S, when the temperature 

may be summed up by saying that 200 has fallen to 690°C. There will 
any solution of iron containing "NS a then be left some solid solution 
more than 2.2 per cent and less “we Fy containing 0.90 per cent carbon 
than 4.3 per cent of carbon will ue oot and, mixed with this, some pre- 
consist, after freezing, of a eutectic eines toe: BS) 38 82 viously precipitated ferrite or 
together with a certain amount of . ., cementite, as the case may be. BP ify aspitient'le ad Figure 10.—Decomposition curves of previously precipitated austenite the solid solutions of iron and steel . 
(consisting of iron with 2.2. per : : : , The Complete Iron—Carbon Diagram 
cent of earbon in solid solution). The Decomposition of Solid Solu- The diagrams of Figures 9 and 

One question that may arise tions of Iron and Steel 10 may now be combined into one 
concerns what will occur in case diagram that shall represent all the 
the solution contains more than 4.3 The second set of curves for the changes discussed. This diagram is 
per cent of carbon, (It is very iron-carbon diagram will now be illustrated in Figure 11. 
seldom that solutions contain more discussed. The curves of decom- 
than 4.3 per cent of carbon, be- position of the solid solutions are THE MICRO-CONSTITUENTS 

cause this much carbon does not shown in Figure 10. The line OF STEEL 
readily disolve in iron.) Take, for G OS is the line upon which there , 
example, a liquid solution contain- is selective precipitation of pure Ferrite, or a—tron 
ing 4.7 per cent of carbon at a tem- iron. To this pure iron the name of The structural modification of 
perature of 1200°C. This will cool “ferrite” has been given. pure iron at room temperature is 
until a temperature of about 1170° There is first considered a solid called eithera-iron or ferrite. Fer- 
is reached, and the line C B is met. _ solution containing 0.40 per cent of rite is quite soft and ductile; in the 
As cooling proceeds to lower tem- carbon at a temperature of 800°C. purity which is encountered com- 
peratures, carbon (i.e., graphite) This will be at the point h in mercially, its tensile strength is less 
precipitates out, and the liquid Figure 10. It will cool until it than 45,000 psi. It is a ferromag- 
solution remaining moves to the reaches a temperature of about netic material at temperatures un- 
left in the diagram. That is to say, 780°C, at which point ferrite will der 1414°F. 
it travels down the line C B. When begin to precipitate. As the tem- . 
the temperature 1135° is reached, perature continues to fall, more Austenite, or y—Iron 
so much graphite is precipitated and more ferrite precipitates, The face-centered modification 
that the residual solution is now of | which impoverishes the solid solu- of iron is called austenite, or y-iron. 
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It is the stable form of pure iron at THE Fl NA L PRODU CT 
temperatures between 1670°F and 
2550°F. Making a direct compar- 
ison between the mechanical prop- 
erties of austenite and ferrite is 00 
difficult, because they must be I@ 
compared at different tempera- 
tures. However, at its stable tem- A 
peratures, austenite is soft and Liqul d 
ductile and consequently is well [doo 
suited to fabrication processes. 
Most steel forging and_ rolling 
operations are performed at 
2000°F or above, when the iron is 1200 ¢ 
face-centered cubic. Austenite is 
not ferromagnetic at any tem- D 
perature. Jv 

d-lIron °, 1900 

Above 2550°F, austenite is no € 
longer the most stable form of iron, q G . 
since then the crystal structure - Y + carbide 
changes back to a body-centered- 3oo 
cubic phase called 8-iron. 8- is M 5 
the same as a-iron except for its P K 
temperature range, and so it is 

commonly called 3-ferrite. The sol- Goo . 
ubility of carbon in 8-ferrite is + carbide 
small, but it is appreciably larger 

than in a-ferrite, because of the 
higher temperature. “ce ° ( 2 3 4 5 

Because of the relative free en- eS lron 100 99 98 97 96 935 
ergies (free energy is the energy 2 

which can enter into a chemical Figure 11.—The freezing and solid decomposition curves of the iron alloys. 

reaction) of ferrite and of aus- 
tenite, ferrite has two temperature 
ranges of stability, which makes it rite in steel greatly increases the called the lever rule can be used 

unique among common engineer- strength of the steel. However, be- for determining the relative quan- 
ing materials. The most stable form cause pure iron carbide is nonduc- tities of two phases that are present 
of any material is the form with _ tile and therefore relatively weak in a given mixture at a given 
the minimum free energy. Below by itself, it cannot adjust to stress temperature. 

1670°F and above 2550°F, the — concentrations. (5) The basic melting-freezing 

body-centered-cubic structure has relationships were employed to de- 
a lower free energy than the face- SUMMARY velop the iron-carbon diagram. 
centered-cubic structure. . _ 

(1) Before the iron-carbon dia- (6) The construction of the 

Cementite, or Iron Carbide gram was developed, simple solu- ironcarbon diagram consists 

Iniron-carbide alloys, carbon in bility curves were constructed to mainly of two parts: One is the 

excess of the solubility limit must show the basic melting-freezing re- freezing CUEVES:: the second is the 
form a second phase, which is often lationships of two-component solid decomposition curves. 

iron carbide (cementite). Iron car- SySCEMS: END 
bide has the chemical composition (2) The term liquidus is the 
of Fe,C. This does not mean that locus of temperatures above which BIBLIOGRAPHY 

iron carbide forms molecules of all compositions are liquid, and Jeffries, Zay and Archer, Robert S. The 
Fe;C, but simply that the crystal solidus is the locus of temperatures Science of Metals, First Edition. New 
lattice contains iron and carbon above which all compositions are York om Repeat Book Com- 

atoms ina three-to-one ratio. F exC solid. Stoughton, Bradley: The. Metalineey 0} 
has an orthorhombic unit cell, with (3) The lowest temperature at Iron and Steel, Second Edition. New 
12 iron atoms and 4 carbon atoms — which a solution will remain com- York City: McGraw-Hill Book Com- 
per cell, and thus has a carbon con- _ pletely liquid is called the eutectic pany, Inc., 1913. 
tent of 6.67 per cent. temperature, and the amount of — VanVlack, Lawrence H. see of 

As compared with austenite and he Higa constituents i aed the Mates “Sec Seca tn 
ferrite, cementite is very hard. The eutectic composition. Wesley Publishing Company,  Inc., 
presence of iron carbide with fer- (4) An inverse relationship 1964. 
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N PLOTTING empirical data, where Weibull Distribution Parameters 

[i invariably finds distribu. n=No. of individuals The Weibull parameters are 
Mt that eath be ee with X = x what give the Weibull distribution 

ae Be ect dit Bene oe N = Total No. of individu- __ its flexibility. There are three 

onential distribution, The Weibull als in the population. Parameters in all and they have a tributio « isesvered about been given names for the effect 

holm, Sweden, in an effort to find further demonstrates how a distri- lowed by a graphical representa- 

a distribution that would correctly bution function is determined: HORS 
describe the pattern set by em Example 1. Given a sample of deo = Scale parameter, any pos- 
pirical data that did not follow twenty steel specimens whose yield itive real number. 
other known distribution patterns. strength is plotted as follows: 2. 8 =Shape parameter, any 
The Weibull distribution, because positive real number. 

its three parameters act as built-in 3. y = Location parameter, any 
adjustments, can be fitted to dis- > real number which may 
tributions of many shapes. For this 8 3 aha de or may not be equal to 
reason the distribution has been as 2G 0 KX zero, such that x = i 
applied successfully to a wide &e 5 30 45 60 
range of applications. Yield Strength x 10° psi From Figure 2 it can be seen 

It is the purpose of this article Figure 1—Frequency vs. yield strength that the function may be shaped, 

method for describing the pattern . The simplest method of estimat- 
of empirical data which cannot be If F(x) =n/N ing the parameters, and_ the 
described by other methods, in the Then F(15) = 2/20=01 method of most interest, is the 
hope that it may prove useful. F(30) = 10/20 = 0.5 

It is important to note that the F(45 — 18 20 _ 09 
Weibull distribution is not a cure- (45) = 18/20 = 0. 
all nor is it intended to replace F(60) = 20/20 = 1.0 a 
other distribution-fitting methods or Fo) 
where they apply. It is instead in- F(15) = 10% 
tended as an additional tool to be F(30) = 50% | | x 
used where other methods have F(45) = 90% | 6 % 

failed to give satisfactory results. F(60) = 100% Figure 2.—Graphical representation of 
Included are details on the vari- Weibull parameters. 

ous characteristics of the Weibull A cumulative distribution func- 
distribution and its parameters. tion can also be represented by an . anid This thod 
Also presented are illustrations to equation of the form: graphical solution, ot re 
help demonstrate these character- transforms the Weibull distribution 
HEED Tate : fee F(x) =1L—eO™ ..........[1] function, equation [2], into a form 
G8 sah ae BOR. satel A suitable for plotting as a straight 

filing fecemntn method of Weibull took equation [1] and de- line on special Weibull Probability 

— - fined the function (x) so that it Paper. Once this is accomplished 
THEORY is always positive, nondecreasing, the three parameters can then be 

and vanishing at the value y. He — estimated by using the procedure 
The Weibull distribution is a found the simplest possible func- — outlined in the adjacent box. 

cumulative distribution that has tion to fulfill these conditions There are four other methods of 
wide application possibilities, be tg pe: determining the Weibull param- 
cause of the built-in flexibility pro- (xy) ters available: 
vided by the three parameters it My) — me, 7 5 ce 
uses. The origin of ‘ie distribution (x) = a 1. The method ae AEUBTES 
and methods of finding the param- / for transformed data. 
eters are included in this section. Making this substitution in equa- 2. The method of maximum like- 

Emphasis is put on the graphical tion [1] gives us the Weibull dis- lihood for ungrouped data. 

method of finding the parameters tribution equation: 3. The method of maximum 
because the other methods are bet- ye likelihood for grouped data. 

ter handled using a computer and ~—q where x = y 4. The method minimized chi- 

would require more space than is F(x) =l—e am + ore wooo [DT squares. 
available in this paper to explain 
adequately. pap P It should be noted that there is These four methods can be 

no theoretical method of obtaining adapted to computer solution and 
Background the Weibull distribution equation. are far too involved to include in 

A cumulative distribution func- It is just the simplest expression this article. Those interested in ex- 

tion of some variable X can be de- possible that fulfills the necessary amining them more fully are re- 

fined as F(x) = n/N conditions. ferred to references 2 and 4. 
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SIMPLE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTIONS 

GRAPHICAL ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS | Tre simple Weibull distribution 
is probably the most commonly 
used form of the distribution. It 

The simplest method of estimating the parameters, and the method of | arises in cases where all the mem- 

most interest, is the graphical solution. This may be accomplished by | bers of a population conform to 
taking the Weibull distribution function, equation [2], and rearranging | one distribution and therefore only 

it into the following form: one set of parameters is needed to 
a fully define the function. 

(wy 
™ @ 

1— F(x) =e Cumulative Distribution Function 

inverting The simple Weibull cumulative 

distribution function (c.d.f.) is de- 
1 oye fined by the equation: 

1— F(x) ~« (= we x Sy 
F(x) =l—e * a, B Positive 

taking the In of both sides som pms cel2] 

In i _ (x-y)* This equation is shown plotted in ) 

1—F(x)} ~ a Figure 5 below for various values 
of B, to demonstrate the versatility 

taking in the In of both sides again built into the function by the 
1 parameters, 

InIn (; =F) =—Ina+ @iln(x—y) ..........[6] Notice that this graph is plotted 
P with F(x) vs. (x —y). The same 

Notice that this equation is the straight line equation of the form graph would result if the distribu- 
_ ‘ 3 : i" tion being plotted had for its loca- 

y = a + mx where —Ina is the intercept and ~ is the slope. Using 3: . . _ | 
.. 5. “a : | . tion parameter a value of y =0 

Weibull Probability Paper (WPP), which has a In In ordinate and a In | ang were plotted as F(x) vs. x. | 

abscissa, equation [6] will appear as a straight line from which the | The scale parameter (a) has the 

parameters can be estimated. Below is a step-by-step procedure to | effect of increasing or decreasing 

follow in estimating the parameters and makes reference to Figure 3. the length of the curves to fit the 
; particular data being plotted. 

Step 1. Plot F(x) vs. x, where F(x) = n/N as shown previously in : Re 

example 1. Suppose this gives curve “A”, Probability Density Function 

(Continued on next page) . 
A common method of represent- 

ing a distribution is by its proba- 

bility density function. The simple 
Beene Apso Bote) Weibull probability. density func- 

“3 gj a j # a 4 = | tion (p.df.) is obtained by taking 
“HA te FA an {§ the derivative of the cumulative 

| | f | | | | [| | pe distribution function and is defined 
% rT | a UT lf: | I by the equation: 
mite ET 2a, 8 tT , lewd hinted [ty i. | o d F( ‘)) 

spre A 7] nae 2) {| H x f(x) = a(F(x) = 
a | eer | TT | AT Ts dx 
Slt — |_| TH ETT s oxty 

(wy = ee ill PTT & | ee —vytt - 22", g Positive 
Sa TE TTT Cr eee “ t So 4 | UV “3 x [3] SEE HME Ee | 8 ‘ 
> T_| Bertie TCL ih % | Plotting this equation for f(x) vs. 
& to Er } t (x — y) will give curves similar to 
eed TU TTT He $ those shown in Figure 6. 

pe a a es | ne Notice how the curve for 

TI VTE PTT TT | cect) dese creme am ou ponential distribution, and the 
oy 02 05 04 06 BF 1G 20 90 He 60 Bb 00 2030-40 «bo «88 J00 for (B 3) resembles a 

curve = res es 
xX o@ (x-¥) normal distribution, Ordinarily, 

Fi 3.—Weibull probabilit howing th 1 di mothod vi piseanect the Weibull distribution would not 
Figure 3.—Weibull probability paper showing the scales and method of plotting for . Avan . 

a simple Weibull distribution. be used to represent an  expo- 
(Continued on page 24) 
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Figure 4.—Weibull probability paper showing the scales and method of plotting for 
a mixed Weibull distribution. 

Step 2. By trial and error find a = —(—0.9) = +0.9 whether the distribution is simple 

value for y such that (x —y) for or mixed, but by plotting F(x) vs. 

all points will give a straight line. and open en the graph. at x, the type of distribution will soon 
For this example, y = 7.8 will give pom . become apparent. Unlike the 

the straight line “B”. Therefore, Step 4. At point “D” on line “B” simple Weibull distribution, which 

the location parameter estimate $ jt can be seen that: appears as one smooth curve, the 
= 7.8 in this case. l mixed Weibull distribution will ap- 

Step 3. At point “D” the In Ina = —InIn (a) pear as a wa Mion ca curves 

(x—y) = 0, therefore the Ina = ; connected by an abrupt transition 

l _ In In (<n) as shown by curve “A” in Figure 4. 

—In In T=F™®) and at point ome These transitions are an indication 
_ x s istri i Se of srefore 1 The scale parameter estimate a of subdistributions aan therefore 

“E’ the In In. ~~ <= 0 can then be determined and for indicate a mixed Weibull dis- 

T— F(x) this example is found to be: tribution. 

which gives a value for In(x — y). a — e-(-3-5) = e853 — 33,19 
From the definition of a slope the Repeat For Each Segment 

shape parameter estimate B can be Substituting these estimates into Once F(x) vs. x has been 

found by the equation: equation [2] gives the Weibull dis- plotted the procedure outlined pre- 

1 tribution function for this equation viously, for a simple Weibull dis- 

k (Cin In (; = rm)e Pt. “D” as: betsy tribution, is repeated for each sec- 

B= (in(x—y))@Pt.“E” Zi af - Saag BT tion of smooth curve. This lives a 
(x) =1l—e set of parameters for each subdis 

Therefore The mixed Weibull distribution tribution which can then be ap- 
S ws, : .._ plied to equation [4] to define the 

.  —(—3.5) _ 409 is actually a summation of various Jete functi 
B= 39 ‘ simple Weibull distributions. In complete FupeHons 

, | _ this case a separate set of param- An additional step can be taken 

Step 3. Alternate. By eae eters are needed for each sub- to get an estimate of the propor- 
(x == ). = 1 and plotting i. distribution. These may be found _ tionality constant P, by extending 

eer a on a Se ™ te by an extension of the procedure the lines B, and By in the manner 

me rawn throug paral just used for finding the simple shown in Figure 8 by the dotted 
lel to line will give the £ esti- Weibull distribution parameters. lines. The constant P, is then read 
mate directly as ; 4 k 

, Begin by plotting F(x) vs.x on from the F(x) scale. Since & P, 
1 Weibull Probability Paper just as } 4 

»  —nIn\1— F(x) before. It is possible, that up to = 1, Py is found by subtracting P; 

B= 1 this point it is still unknown from 1. 
oe 
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Le co = T_] what values of x the various sub- 
1 | tt] Zoe _| |— distributions become important to 

Gk rt Ao rT the overall distribution. 

oct Zita | 
(x) 9, 7 | | | tt | | atl distin me" Oa > 4A The Weibull distribution is very 

0.2 vP very useful in plotting data, The ZA flexibility of the distribution is 
ae = provided by its three parameters 

0 0.4 0.€ 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 which act as built-in adjustments 
x -¥ (#21) that can be used to shape the dis- 

. tribution to fit the particular data 
Figure 5.—Sample plot of F(x) vs. (x—y) showing the effect at hand. This paper is presented 

of varying the parameter 6, : . : . 4 te with the intention of providing 
those individuals who are involved 

nential or a normal distribution be- this. manner, However, from a with plotting data with informa- 
cause of the increased work in- practical standpoint, because of tion on how to apply the Weibull 
volved in estimating the param- the difficulty in estimating the distribution, with the hope that the 
eters, However, the graph dem- parameters, the mixed Weibull dis- distribution may prove useful to 
onstrates again the wide versatility tribution is probably limited to them. 
of the Weibull distribution. three subdistributions. END 

MIXED WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION Probability Density Function REFERENCES 
an . a ssn s 1. Berrettoni, Dr. J. N,—‘“Practical Ap- The mixed Weibull distribution The probability density function plications of the Weibul yi btn ~ ; ae plications of the Weibull Distribu 

is very useful in cases where a (p.d f.) for the mixed Weibull tion,” Journal of the American So- 
sample contains a combination of distribution is obtained by the ciety for Quality Control, pp 71-79, 
two or more subdistributions. The | S@me method used in finding Vol. a No. 2, August, 1964. i wae ra Saal 5 ie the cd. and is ofined | : 2. Kao, John H. K,—“Computer Meth- 
resulting Weibull distribution 1S 5 ste : and. is defined ‘by the ods for Estimating Weibull Para- 
simply a summation of the various equation: meters in Reliability Studies,” In- 
subdistributions. A separate set of k _ stitute of Radio Engineers Transac- 
parameters is then required for f(x) = x Pifi(x) veeeeee eee [5] tions on Reliability and Quality Con- 

jad ' 92 PC Bua , 
cach subdistribution in order to Bes pp 15-22, PGRQC—13, July, 

fully define the function, The where 3. Kao, John H. K.—“A Graphical Es- method for finding the different : 9 (x48, timation of Mixed Weibull Parameters 
sets of parameters is explained in {iss Bix n)* an ey in Life-Testing Electron Tubes,” 
the box on page . ai Technometrics, pp. 389-407, Vol. 1, 

cee No. 4, November, 1959. 

Cumulative Distribution Function An example of equation [5], 4. Kao, John H. K.—"A New Life- na . a . where K = 2, is plotted in Figure Quality Measure for Electron Tubes,” 
The mixed Weibull cumulative 8 below a Institute of Radio Engineers Transac- 

distribution function (c.d.f.) is de- _ tions on Reliability and Quality Con- 
fined by the following equation: This graph demonstrates how trol, pp. 1-11, PGRQC—7, April, 

F je PF P.Falx the mixed Weibull p.df. can be 1o57. , 8 oo (x) = PF. (x) +. F(x) + obtained for any value of x even & Weibull, | W aloddi,— A Statistical 
vee b PLFA (x) th sh ‘etl bdistrib Distribution Function of Wide Ap- 

noug: anOre than one subdistribu- plicability,” Journal of Applied Me- ‘Thisrean be written ax: tion is involved. It also shows for chanics, pp. 293-297, Vol. 18, 1951. 

k 

Rix) = NS PE (x F(x) = 3 PAs) eee LA 6. 

k 027 21, ¥mmt ro tt LA AN Ft tT 
fa NU | Ale AT TT Ts, 

ee SKZLENACEE ea f(x) 006 4k 4 
Bix) ste J} ee Xt TT 0.4 {A [— > 

Equation [4] is shown plotted in AZ LT PSST TT 
Figure 7 for the case where K = 2. 0.2 LS a 
The above graph demonstrates VIE EELS PSE 

how two subdistributions are 0 = oo — | ‘ 0 0.4 0.6 1e2 1.6. 2.0 24 added to make up the mixed Wei- 
bull c.d.f. It should be noted that, x-¥ (%=1) 
theoretically any number of sub- Figure 6.—Sample plot of f(x) vs. (x—v) showing the effect distributions could be added in of varying the parameter 8. 
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Figure 7.—Sample plot of F, (x) vs. x for the mixed Weibull c.d.f. a 

Bake L, Gr, P7202, % 50 | 

Bg=Z @0=0.8 % = 0.4 

i (x) ee ) Bob Zimmerly wrote this re- 
\?y x 7 fo(x port prior to receiving his 

1.0 \ | Ve v | BSME last June and is still on 
Til XI campus doing graduate work 

0.8] (A x in Industrial Engineering. His RCCCOVEN CC | Reise ft, (x) 0.6 y \ sin. Bob has worked as a Oe RTT Vo SLL] | See Seats O.4 NJ and RCA, and is a member of ACRZ7 LEENA) | Sets SEES 05:2 4S 2 ASME and SAE. veteran o 
PON Lyerx) TPoFIN SL | six years service with the U.S. 

O° ia) MS Army, Bob is an active mem- 
oO O.4 0.8 i) La6 2.0 2.4 ber of the Madison Rifle and 

Pistol Club. 
x 

Figure 8.—Sample plot of fi (x) vs. x for the mixed Weibull p.d.f. 
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Prepare now for your future in highway i Ty] TL Uti 
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engineering...get the facts on The Asphalt |: | | | Er rae 
Institute’ omputer-derived method =): ||| EEE nstitute's New C uter- erve 0 Pio Se EB 

for determining structural design of Asphalt | : ees fk 
Za sow p= 

pee wr ee pre pavements for roads and streets c se : Eee at 

Today, as more and more states turn to modern Deep- Bee 2 2s ae a 
Strength* Asphalt pavement for their heavy-duty highways, z CE el EQUIVALENT SUBSTTUTONS mar BE MADE 
county and local roads, there is a growing demand for engi- | = [=== * LTT) esicn rearric vet-on 1s twenty reas 
neers with a solid background in the fundamentals of Asphalt wet | ——— 

technology anciconsttuction. Thickness Design Charts like this (fi the MS-1 ual) . . . 1: esign ar’ IKe I rom je -i man 

Help to prepare yourself now for this challenging future by are used in this new computer-derived method. This chart 
getting the latest information on the new Thickness Design enables the design engineer quickly to determine the 
Method developed by The Asphalt Institute. Based on exten- over-all Asphalt pavement thickness required, based on 
sive statistical evaluations performed on the IBM 1620 and Projected traffic weight and known soil conditions. 
the mammoth IBM 7090 computers, accurate procedures for frcccrcc rc 4 
determining road and street structural requirements have | THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE I 

been developed. | College Park, Maryland | 
All the facts on this new method are contained in The As- Pleaseisend me:yourtreeistudent library:on'Aspalt’con. 

phalt Institute’s Thickness Design manual (MS-1). This help- | struction and technology, including full details on your | 
ful manual and much other valuable information are included | new Thickness Design Method. I 
in the free student library on Asphalt construction and tech- | Nave: legs | 
nology now offered by The Asphalt Institute. Write us today. | | 

| School. sai ses | 
*Asphalt Surface on Asphalt Base aR I I 

& NN i Address__ | 

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE (e 1 city State | 
- College Park, Maryland Ce sy a 
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Allied Chemical’s product list now tops 3,000 World War II now account for a quarter of 

—and is growing fast! sales. There’s tremendous variety: Building 

‘ P materials. Fashion fibers. Rocket fuels. Dyes. 
Such product diversity means not only many i, ; 

: 5 : : _— Fertilizers. Plastics. Petroleum products. 
jobs, but many kinds of jobs to suit your tal- 

ents and inclinations. It means more top jobs, Over 35,000 people work in Allied Chemical’s 

and more chances for advancement. It's one 10 divisions—at more than 100 plants and re- 

of the important things to look for when search centers—at scores of sales offices 

you're choosing a company. throughout the country. 

Allied Chemical is directly in- . It's a big company with big op- 
volved with today’s most signifi- llied portunities—and a good one for 
cant areas: agriculture, space, you to know more about before 

and nuclear energy. Some of its hemical making a career decision. Ask 

products are basic—many are your placement office when our 
new. Products introduced since interviewer will be on campus. 

An equal opportunity employer 

Divisions: Barrett e Fibers General Chemical « International + National Aniline « Nitrogen + Plastics Semet-Solvay + Solvay Process + Union Toxas Petroleum 
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Me th CE.,’61, Duke University 
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at Bethlehem Steel | 
Have you heard about all the opportunities for engineering | e 
and other technical graduates at Bethlehem Steel? You'll ; 

( 
find a great deal more information in our booklet, “Careers ‘ 
with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” You can ob- 

tain a copy at your Placement Office, or drop a postcard 

to Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, ao 
Bethlehem, Pa. 18016. iim . 

An equal opportunity employer in the Plans for Progress Program | ~_ i 
[_ 
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PETE CHEPLICK, RESEARCH ENGINEER DON YOUNG, s m 
Ch.E., 62, Penn State University ELECTRIC FURNACE FOREMAN 4 A 

Met.E., 62, Drexel Institute of Technology 

JOE DUNNE, ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
E.E.,’63, Johns Hopkins University 
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CAN 
U.S.—U.S.S.R. REACH UNDERSTAND- sence of objection from either side SE WISCONSIN BOASTS NEW TYPE 

INGS ON SPACE COOPERATION within two months. A text of the NATURAL GAS PLANT 

Representatives of the U.S. Na- agreement will be made available The first commercial liquefied 

tional Aeronautics and Space Ad- only after the conclusion of the natural gas storage plant to be- 
ministration and the US.S.R,  ‘vo-month waiting period. come operational in the nation was 

Soviet Academy of Sciences The negotiators were Academi- dedicated recently at Oak Creek, 
reached two. satisfactory under- Cian A. A. Blagonravov and Pro- — Wisconsin by Wisconsin Natural 

standings in discussions on space fessor A. A. Nichiporovich for the Gas Company. . . 
cooperation in New York during US.S.R. and Dr. John W. Town- The $2,000,000 “peak shaving” 

October. send, Deputy Director, Goddard plant is designed to liquefy and 
‘The first. understanding reaffirms Space Flight Center, and Arnold store a huge reserve of natural gas 

the existing a jreement e he a. Ww Frutkin, NASA Assistant Ad- for very cold days when consumer 
change at agua ee satellite data Ministrator for International Affairs demand is highest. During these 
between Washington and Moscow, for the U.S. peak use periods, the liquefied na- 

It is now understood by representa- _ ee ; BC 

The second step is a new agree- 2 2) SS = a | | | 

lication of a joint review of re- hapiam ila. ae is a “eg | se 
search in space biology and med- zy fo Hy oe ae! “ee 7 Ci 

icine in the two countries. This — me ” (ae ae | See 
. - me ee eee eM Ate UE eri. hee s 

agreement provides for a joint Ed- aliens initio wee | ee 7 
itorial Board and for full coopera- eS 
tion by both sides in the prepara- : 

tion of materials available in the First commercial LNG storage plant to become operational in the nation, this 
two countries, the selection of is Wisconsin Natural Gas Company’s $2,000,000 facility at Oak Creek, Wisconsin. 
authors, and the publication of Keystone of the ci po facility is the $,000-000-sallon cryogenic ee storese 

Me ow . . . “tank-within-a-tank” (center). e structure’s inner vessel is the world’s largest 
their w ot Probably in two or aluminum tank for cryogenic service. Small tank at right is a “breather” vessel for 
more volumes: ne.agreement goes nitrogen-purged insulation space between shells of the large tank. At the left is the 
into effect automatically in the ab- natural gas liquefaction plant. 
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tural gas will be re-vaporized and Fr ee on 
injected into the distribution sys- ee se _ = 3 

Filling of the cryogenic facility’s - A ee ee ee 

metal storage tank was com- _— ee iit eee (8 i 2 menced September 25 by Chicago ae hi aii ( a 

contractor for design, construction rrr —— 6 UL = a r—eE 

new plant will provide improved, a —rrt—=‘—C—sS hl 
economical service to more than a  @=ShSESEeEe Hf (_. 

the double wall tank—125 feet tall —rti‘“C“i™—SCML aoe 80 lg 
and 811/ feet in diameter overall— ih He a a es cd 
with insulating material between oe —— i ee ey 
the inner and outer vessels, The a 4) |  — A sees ead 
inner tank is the largest aluminum 5 —_) +! ee Fl - os iy 

vessel in the world for cryogenic — ea NG ee ——_— ae 
service. With a shell height of 101 che ee i ee = Ve” 
feet and diameter of 711/ feet, it aE 2 eS | aoa a sO ie . : will hold three million gallons of ee a FS ow en a _ ee : gas liquefied at about 260 degrees ree aii, tf , eS eS 
below zero, the equivalent of 250 oi | Bi) ie in ee “ 

The outer tank is built of carbon L ae - | iy _— iY A steel. ee iI Eg 
A five-stage cooling process es ! 7) _ See Pn 

shrinks the natural gas storage ey ie | a 2 
ratio from 630 cubic feet to one Looking down on liquefied natural gas vaporizing unit at LNG peak shaving 
cubic foot in liquid form. plant. Here, water heated in boilers (background) is circulated to heat exchangers 

The LNG plant liquefies and (foreground) to vaporize LNG oe ee the foul wall storaee tank send * 
: 5 BI) Ss! a Si io 1s mi mn stand- 

stores gas received from a nearby a cite foes ® day, Noeeal enetaine one se oF tnillion standard cubic feet daily 
company gas main during periods with a 100 per cent standby capability. 
when weather is mild and the de- 
mand for gas is low. Then, on very  . - an <—— - ‘ 
cold days when demand is at a od . = MA ~% ioe ao Eel 
peak the stored liquid natural gas oe . s ¢ Rog, eee 
will be vaporized, warmed to 7 5 ‘‘ Nod e 
normal temperature of about 50 ‘i ™ ee 
degrees and returned to the gas | Cs —< 
main. _ Y sr 6h , 

One million cubic feet of natural — AY \ , ao 
gas is liquefied each day during oe So : > | 
normal operation. The plant will i : : aN far ee - 
be able to supply up to 50 million FF Ae Wa CNS NN oo 

cubic feet of gas a day to company 7” AA mains on extremely cold days. a LAN \\ \ \\N SA -.. le 
In addition to the outdoor storage a Saat AS _ 7 — 

tank, liquefaction unit and vaporiz- oe Pea” WRN AY _.— et 

pressors and auxiliary equipment a | RAEN ~ ie 
as well as a control room. The plant oY | en AA Ne 4 

control board which records gas NON 
levels and pressures at all points in Skid mounted outdoor liquefaction plant (center) and building which houses 
the plant. Two identical vapor sys- compressors, control panel and auxiliary equipment at the LNG plant. Long tank at 

¥ immediate left of liquefaction plant is an ethylene expansion tank, part of the 
tems provide 100 per cent standby “cascade” refrigerating system which utilizes propane, ethylene and natural gas to 
capacity. achieve the LNG’s minus 260 degree storage temperature. 
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TU RN ON TO MO RROW Feel like We offer the best combination of opportunity, responsibil- 

being one of the brains behind the coming gas turbine ity and individual treatment. International Harvester is a 

age...or developing a new aircraft alloy... or finding 2-billion-dollar-plus annual business. We are the world’s 

out how to feed 4 billion people? Try your genius at Inter- largest producer of heavy-duty trucks, a major producer of 

national Harvester, where computers and research are as farm and construction equipment, an important steel man- 

familiar as tractors and trucks. We are a company that ufacturer, too. POWER and the people who provide it are 

supplies mechanical power to a world that is increasing our lifeblood. We need engineers—especially mechanical, 

its population by more than 60 million a year. Our horizons industrial, agricultural, metallurgical, general and civil 

are unlimited. But our immediate job is to attract young engineers. We probably need you. 

people who can match their strides with today’s onrushing Interested? Contact your Placement Officer now for a date to see an IH 
E . : . representative when he visits your campus. Or if interviews are not sched- 

technology. We have engineering openings in research and tiled, write ‘directly to the Supervisor of College Relations, International 

development, design and testing, manufacturing and sales. Harvester Company, 401 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. 

International Harvester puts the future in your hands 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER Ld 
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ea Ve —— 

d fo 4 Pe, 

we oe oo 

g a 4 ( , | iY le 

qt pe " |] Want to add more depth to your career? 

dt ie 7 

a - Depth comes naturally at Douglas. It comes from 

, i} working in our extensive and exceptional Southern 

sacl 7 | California facilities, where there are many 

Ww rr tL independent research and development programs 

ea. y) 77 To, underway. It comes from nearby colleges 

:_ > As * and universities, where you can study for 

| ft |. | 9 advanced degrees. And it comes from the 

-. g¢ tC [ §f challenge of engineering design problems 

, Jee ft | J that will fascinate the most creative minds. 

ma 1s | oh Interested? Please send your resume 
ee, IE | | ; 

Rnead Y a ‘| J to Mr. L. P. Kilgore, Corporate Offices, 
\ a j E 

i Box 699-X, Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., 

u ~ Santa Monica, California. DOUGLAS 

wil y Wis; « on LM An equal opportunity employer 

NMS EC Zo WY i OTS 
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Caterpillar seeks uncommon quality... in people and products 

i» 

Le} 
eG) 

I; 
i 
ee 

_ __... ; a eed ao 

Cat research and engineering 

led the way to better lubricants... 
Nobody knew how to measure lube-affecting be evaluated. New refinements and additives 

variables—load, speed, temperature—in a could be developed. All industry derived 
working gear mechanism. Thus, there was benefit, in better lubricants, because Cater- 

no accurate method of correlating lubrica- pillar engineers pushed back the boundaries 

tion failure data with actual parts. Cat engi- of knowledge a little more. 

neers found a way. ‘That’s one example of what we mean by 

They tapped Cat’s accumulated experi- new frontiers. There are many others. We 

ence in lubrication research. Went into Cat’s need engineers—mechanical, chemical, in- 

knowledge of metal fatigue and scoring dustrial, metallurgical, agricultural, electri- 

resistance—and in the end enlarged that cal, civil, and others. To work in research, 

knowledge. They devised the Geared Roller development, design, manufacturing, sales, 

Test Machine. and many other areas. If you like challenge, 
This machine could duplicate the entire we need you. 

known and anticipated range of gear loads Contact your placement office. We’ll be 

and speeds. Reproduce, in a controlled interviewing on your campus soon. Or write: 
environment, any load or sliding velocity College Recruiting, Personnel Development 

found in the transient conditions of actual Dept.D, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, Ill. 

machine operation. 

From then on, Cat engineers could pre- 

dict the effectiveness of any lubricant, knew Cc AT E R Pp ] L LA R 
when it would fail, and why. New oils could Caterpillar and Cat are Registered Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co, 

“An Equal Opportunity Employer” 

Caterpillar Tractor Co., General Offices, Peoria, Illinois » Caterpillar Americas Co., Peoria, Illinois + Caterpillar Overseas S.A., Geneva + Caterpillar of Australia Pty. Ltd., 
Melbourne + Caterpillar Brasil S.A., Sao Paulo + Caterpillar Tractor Co., Ltd., Glasgow + Caterpillar of Canada Ltd., Toronto + Caterpillar France S.A., Grenoble + 

Caterpillar (Africa) (Pty.) Ltd., Johannesburg « Caterpillar Mexicana S.A. de C.V., Monterrey + Caterpillar Mitsubishi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan + Tractor Engineers Ltd., Bombay, India 
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WHY they talki bout are they talking about me? 
Because America is no longer ashamed to talk about Rickie and the hundreds 
of thousands of youngsters like him with birth defects. 

Through March of Dimes treatment and research, America is doing 
something to stop birth defects. 

We triumphed over polio with the March of Dimes. Now let’s conquer 
an even greater menace to our children. 

. 

Cight BIRTH DEFECTS ja MARCH OF DIMES 
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EXPLORE THE UNIQUE OPPORTUNITIES AT 

Nati IS ityA 
... where special programs encourage rapid professional advancement 

for the engineer, scientist and mathematician launching his career. 

£ ' “ es 'p Es 73 mented laboratories and use of advanced of full-time graduate study at full salary. Near- 

r| v . Lo computer and other equipment, some found ly all academic costs are paid by NSA, whose 

eL Se 4 — nowhere else in the world. proximity to seven universities offering a 

: — Py. @ “ : Skilled clerical and technical support will wealth of advanced courses and seminars is 

4 i | Cw - ai " free you to concentrate on the most challen- an additional asset. 
beak i w ‘ ' 4 ging aspects of your projects, and thus help IN-HOUSE TRAINING. The new NSA em- 
B _ | : a speed your professional growth. ployee first attends a six-week general orien- 

» . 3 = Be Outstanding Colleagues tation program, followed by a period of spe- 

' r ; % ‘ es s You will work alongside people of enor- glalleed classroom study designed to, broaden 

i ~~ * ew = 4 = =mously varied backgrounds and intellectual familiarity with an‘area omareas of heavy: NSA 
i _ interests, over 500 of whom hold advanced concern (e.g., communications theory, ory: 

| : ~— SC legrees. analysis, computer logic and analysis, solid 

| 4: ol — Researchers at NSA also receive constant ie physics): Formal study is complemented 

i ia | «© @ stimulus from outside the agency. To assist in °Y on-the-job training, as you work and learn 
: : . | Cp all certain program areas, NSA often calls on under the guidance and direction of highly 

. special boards of consultants—outstanding experienced associates, 

NSA is a scientific and technological com- scientists and engineers from industry and _ PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS, TRAVEL. 
munity unique in the United States, perhaps The agency fosters a climate of recognition 

in the world. Unique in its mission, its oper- and advancement for its young professionals 

ation, its requirements . . . unique, too, in the by encouraging participation in professional 

scope of opportunity it affords a young scien- association affairs, and assisting you to attend 

tist or engineer beginning his career. es national meetings, seminars and conferences 

A separate agency functioning within the Jd ee. as well as visit other research facilities where 

Department of Defense, NSA is responsible | a F related work is underway—government, uni- 

for developing “secure’’ (i.e., invulnerable) , ge oe Pe . 4 versity and industrial—throughout the United 

communications systems to transmit and re- + @ ‘ = ry _. 2 AA States. 

ceive vital information. Within this area, which agg gga \e ./. Liberal Personnel Policies, Attractive 

encompasses the whole field of cryptology— ~ So | df. Location 

the science of codes and ciphers-NSA project |Hilissusa gam a cag NSA policies relating to vacations, insurance 

keams (pursues broad spectrum of investiga- a “ Lue and retirement are fair and liberal. You enjoy 

tions taking them well beyond many known a _. Pe the benefits of Federal employment without 

and accepted boundaries of knowledge. Be- eg Dh the necessity of Civil Service certification. 
Binning: with ‘basic: research, these: investiga: a tt © Located between Washington and  Balti- 
tions progress through applied research, eg a | 8 i more, NSA is also near the Chesapeake Bay, 

development and design, prototype engineer- Lee v . » ocean beaches, ski resorts and other popular 

ing, and on into various phases of applications Ce — summer and winter recreation areas, not to 

engineering. | oo. i x _ .. mention the varied leisure-time attractions 

At NSA you might specialize in any or sev- ne ee of the nation’s capital itself. The location 
eral of these sectors, depending on your jy Roe ogee ~~ permits your choice of city, suburban or 
talents and special interests: ae er > emunay livia, 

: z x 5 eee 2 y living. 
ENGINEERING. Antenna/transmitter/receiver Jae ee 

design... high speed computers (digital and ag = Campus Interviews —= 

analog) . . . transistor circuitry... advanced academic centers as well as from other gov- 
radio communications techniques . . . micro- ernment agencies. Check Now for Dates! 

wave communications . . . audio and video ee 
recording devices . . . cryogenic studies and Career Development Opportunities Representatives of the National Security 

applications . . . integrated circuitry . . . mi- Your professional growth and earning power Agency will conduct interviews on campus 

crominiaturization: expand from the day you join NSA, without soon. Check with your Placement ofiice as 

PHYSICS. Solid state (basic and applied) having to accumulate years of “experience.” soon as possible to schedule an appointment. 

. .. electromagnetic propagation . . . upper NSA career development is orderly and swift; 
atmosphere phenomena . . . superconductivity substantial salary increases follow as you as- 
and cryogenics (Ph. D. graduates only). sume more and more responsibility. 
MATHEMATICS. Statistical mathematics... _ umber of NSA career development 

matrix algebra. . . finite fields... probability Programs help shorten the ‘time when you 
a combinatorial analysis . . . programming cn contribute at your fraximum potential. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 

and symbolic logic. ese: Programs Include: . . + 
ADVANCED STUDY. NSA’s liberal graduate Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. 

Unequaled Facilities and Equipment study program affords you the opportunity to Washington, D.C. 20016 

In a near-academic atmosphere, NSA scien- pursue part-time study up to eight hours An equal opportunity employer 
tists and engineers enjoy the most fully-instru- each semester and/or one semester or more  --- Where imagination is the essential qualification 
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A little Jewish boy was trying to And then there was the Arts stu- A liquor salesman, a food sales- 
talk a little Catholic girl to go dent who let his EE roommate fix man and a mattress salesman were 
swimming with him. him up for a blind date with sitting around and chatting. 

She: “But I don’t have a swim- Allis-Chalmers. “Y'know I hate to see a woman 
ming suit.” 2 8 8 drink alone,” the liquor salesman 

Ile: “We “t need any, we ca « ‘ said. 
Hes “We dent need aan Elderly man to beautiful young a : . 

swim in our birthday suits. won aR) The food salesman countered 
7 : ‘ : . girl: “We're made for each other! “a. 
Finally the little Catholic girl You’ * ” with, “I hate to see a woman eat 

. : oure stacked and I’m loaded! » 
agreed and they took off their alone. 
clothes to go swimming. oa 8 The mattress salesman said, 

The little Jewish boy looked at The bright student looked long “Say, what do you think of the 
her and said. “Now, | see what the and thoughtfully at the second ex- weather we've been having lately?” 
difference is between the Catholics amination question, which read: oo 4 
and the Jews. State the number of tons of coal These days the necessities of 

eae shipped out of the United States in ‘ + es “Lips th h liquor shall aay BiVeR, NEAL” "Then his: brow: life cost you about three times 
tps a fouch muon ne cleaved and he we ten us brow what they used to, and half the 

never touch mine. SESAT EO ONE, WHOLE: time you find they aren’t even fit 
“Your lips? 1492—none. : i J 3 to drink. 
No, my liquor. aw 6 ae 

oo 8 . 
‘TI . ; a An adult is a person who has C.E.: “Boy I didn’t get a bit of 
Then there was the janitor who stopped growing at both ends and sleep last night.” 

worked : the girls’ dorm and was started growing in the middle. Ag.E.: “Why was that?” 
aa i _ pass-key e Te. a @ % C.E.: “The shade was up.” 

room mm e building, ne TOMLOWw- 2s se . A - E Fe “Wh didn’t ou 5ull it 

ing week the dean ran across him Next Ta cen the pasate dows?” ye yOu E 
Z asked. “Why didn’ : . as | walke p to the bar. ‘ and asked, Why didn’t you come Fer oe he ik a ie C.E.: “What did you expect me 
around Friday for your pay, John? or a man who liked to have a to do, reach across the street.” 
“What! Do I get wages, too?” good time ee ee : , 

oa The judge said I’d gone too far. see 
Truck diver stopped Beside a But he believed my story, Have you heard about the girl 

stalled Volkswagen on highway: And thought it quite a feat. they call turnpike pees there 
“What's the matter buddy, need a For Td been ina theater . isn’t a curve in sight? 
new flint?” When a girl said, “Hold my seat. eee 

ue F ied “What shall I do?” said the 
“t don’t like Bill,” confided a My sister-in-law received this sweet young thing. “I’m engaged to 

coed to her roommate. He knows thank-you note from a recent a man who says he just can’t bear 
too many naughty songs.” bride: children?” 

“Does he sing them to you?” “Thank you for the lovely gift. “Well my dear,” said grandma, 
asked her friend. George and I will use it when en- with a twinkle in her eye, “You 

“Well, no—but he whistles tertaining our friends.” shouldn’t expect too much of a 
them.” Her gift to them? Sheets. husband.” 
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a famous camera and film manufacturer 

After World War I we diversified. It went very well. Now we 

are part and parcel of hundreds of other industries from the 

aerospace industry to the spaghetti industry, from the drapery 

business to the computer business. In cameras and film we con- 

tinue to do better than ever—much, much better. 

Nevertheless we worry. Could we be more effectively apply- 

ing our technologies in the 1970’s and the 1980's and the 

1990’s to problems that mankind is not at present solving 

satisfactorily? We are about to hire the smart technical and ad- 

ministrative people who will answer that question and still be 

personally involved in the 1990's. They will start by learning 

our present technologies as a base for new ones. They will be 

well paid to learn because they will be useful to us while learn- 

ing. Those who learn more will get paid more, which is a good 

reason never to stop learning. 

Here is your chance. Drop us a line to get acquainted. 

We tend to let the people themselves decide how rigidly to separate 

mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, chemistry, physics, elec- 

tronic engineering, and the many other useful disciplines they bring 

with them. 
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
Business and Technical Personnel Department / Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

’ An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: Rochester, N.Y. 

Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.
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GENERALGP ELECTRIC 
Nousewnses ovis : 
smecsrant PLANT 

ONE RESULT of product innovation is G.E.’s modern manufacturing facility in Brockport, N. Y. 
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OUTPUT VOLTAGES from nickel-cadmium cells PRODUCT RELIABILITY of electric slicing knife PRICE AND DELIVERY information on_nickel- 
are examined by engineer John Bliven, BSEE, components is the responsibility of Mike Rey- cadmium batteries is supplied by Bob Cook, 
Union College °63 on assignment at G.E.’s nolds, BSME, New Mexico State, a recent BSME, Univ. of Florida ’65 on a Technical 
Battery Business Section. Manufacturing Training Program graduate. Marketing Program assignment in Gainesville. 

A PREVIEW OF YOUR CAREER AT GENERAL ELECTRIC: 

Creating New Growth Businesses 

At our Brockport, N. Y., plant, the new business of manu- enthusiasms of experts in more than 120 product depart- 

facturing cordless slicing knives is rush. So is that of the ments—in engineering, manufacturing and technical market- 

rechargeable-battery supplier, our two-year-old plant at ing. To define your career interest at General Electric, talk 

Gainesville, Fla., which has just doubled its working area. with your placement officer, or write us now. Section 699-15, 

Its sealed, nickel-cadmium batteries, in hundreds of shapes, Schenectady, N. Y. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

sizes and ratings, are meeting growing customer demands B 

in the consumer, defense, and aerospace industries—with agress Is Our Most /mportant Product 

applications from power tools to satellites. At General Elec- 

tric, new ventures are a way of life. In both their formative G E N E R A L E LE C T R | C 

and growth stages, these ventures call on the skills and
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